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KT Troubleshooting Simulation Workshop

Troubleshooting Simulation Workshop
The Troubleshooting Simulation invites learners to practice their KT problem solving skills in a safe-to-fail virtual environment and
accelerate the transfer of skills from the classroom to back on-the-job. Learners are challenged to apply their skills quickly and
efficiently under pressure in scenarios with increasing difficulty.

Key Benefits

• Shorten Time to Proficiency
Practice + feedback + repetition = proficiency! Hands-on practice, feedback from a KT Coach,
group discussion, and repetition shortens the time to drive results back on-the-job.

• Practice Collaborative Troubleshooting
No problem is solved in isolation—it requires input and help from others. Experience and
understand the dynamics of collaborative troubleshooting by completing the simulation scenarios
in small groups.

• Realistic Environment
The simulation contains real-world problems and learners have to manage time pressure,
information overload, multiple information sources, and consequences for unnecessary or poorly
timed actions.

Skills Developed

• Learn to solve problems under pressure and restore operations safely and quickly
• Prevent trial-and-error by narrowing down possible causes BEFORE taking action
• Prevent recurring incidents and implement successful changes
• Use only the appropriate amount of troubleshooting process required

Experiential Learning
The hands-on experience of the simulation bridges the gap between theory and real world. Based on the audience and learning
objectives, we have various simulation formats to choose from:
Swap format—learners can exchange roles to experience multiple points of view, and appreciate the need for clear information
and communication in situations like shift changes or escalations.
Multi-position format—learners each have a role to play in the scenario (four position cases) which is ideal for improving
collaborative troubleshooting with distributed information.
Groups receive real-time feedback for each scenario through a team scoreboard—which includes a score for risk, cost, and time
efficiency. As the day progresses, groups are challenged with more complex scenarios. All of the progress and data is tracked in a
dashboard and groups are able to see their progress throughout the day.
With elements of gamification built into the session, this learning experience also creates a fun and teamwork focused day!

Offerings

• Workshop Add-on
Make the most out of your KT training investment by adding a day of Troubleshooting Simulation
to your KT Problem Solving workshop. This provides the learners an opportunity to practice the
skills they just learned in a realistic (and fun) environment—which will help to cement the skills.

• Refresh and Practice Session
For those who have attended a KT Problem Solving workshop two weeks or two years ago—use
the KT Troubleshooting Simulation to sharpen skills and practice collaborative troubleshooting.
Audience: Individuals looking to sharpen their KT problem solving skills
Prerequisite: Training in KT’s Problem Solving and Decision Making, Problem and Incident Management, Analytic Troubleshooting or
Root Cause Analysis technologies
Duration: Half-day to three day formats available
Certification Credits: 0.7 CEUs
Training Options: Virtual or face-to-face instructor-led training
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